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ONLINE TEACHER TRAINING (OTT) COURSE EVALUATION REPORT
Video as a learning tool for remote emergency teachers
Overview of the Training
The three-day training in innovative learning envisaged 9 hours presented in 3 hours per day
for 3 days of classroom work and 20 hours of individual work (April 23,24,25 2021).
Attended by 18 lecturers from the different departments of 5 faculties (Faculty of
Architecture, Urban Planning and Design, Faculty of Engineering Economic, Media Technology
and Social Sciences, Faculty of Informatics and Control Systems, Faculty of Civil Engineering,) at
Georgian Technical University.
Was discussed the usage of video within educational contexts in a particular - pandemic –
scenario. We observed the advantages and difficulties in learning using video and the changes due
to the new situation. Key topics discussed during training: “Covid 19 and e-learning Challenges and opportunities”, “Using video in teaching before the Covid 19 pandemic and
during a pandemic – foreign experience”, „Student survey-their attitude toward e-learning“, “Video

and data protection”, “Zoom’s possibilities”, ” Types of educational videos”, “Creating your own
knowledge clip”, “How to improve communication skills while talking to the camera”, “Legal
resources – OER”, “Several tools for student assessment in e-learning settings”.
The participants took an active part in discussions, they talked about their experiences during
the e-learning period, about changes made to their courses to meet students’ requests during elearning, about types of videos they use. During training, participants made their own knowledge
clips, presented them and made comments.
After training, participants evaluated the course and gave feedback. The survey contained
6 sections, 3 questions per section. We have got 17 responses.

Today I use these materials and in the future I am going to improve, in particular, to make a
review of course. Interviewing students through the platforms studied.
I am currently using the technologies shared in the training and I plan to improve them in the
future.
I will enrich my online teaching practice.
I will use clips in the lecture material, course overview, during seminars - student surveys.
As of today, I use and will continue to use the same rules. I will do Knowledge courses, course
reviews, quizzes, student surveys through learned platforms, etc.

I’m using the learned material today and will use it later. I will make clips, the course reviews,
survey the students through the learned platforms.
I will add video tutorials, knowledge clips, course reviews, surveys.
I will use the knowledge gained from this training when planning lecture courses in the future.

I will improve my current skills.
I will definitely use it.

After listening to the training, I think I will improve my online teaching methods.
I think using different types of video lectures will make the delivery of learning materials more
diverse, which will increase student engagement and therefore the quality of learning.

The training turned out to be very fruitful, thanks.
The training was instructive, the coach had very interesting meetings, for which I thank her very
much.
The training was very interesting and rewarding for me personally.
The training was fruitful, innovative, thanks to our trainer for conducting the training so
interestingly.
I have improved my skills by planning lectures, making presentations, using video clips. It was a
very useful training. Many thanks to the trainer Natia Kochladze.
The training turned out to be very fruitful. Many thanks to the organizers.
Thanks for such a fruitful training, trainer and organizers.

Was a highly productive training, perfectly suited to modern forms of teaching. Many thanks to
the training organizer.
I was given the opportunity to acquire new skills and learn about foreign practices.
It was very interesting.

I think it is necessary and timely information that will help us to improve online learning in the
future.

The training was very interesting and comprehensive. This type of training will undoubtedly be of
great help to professors in teaching online.

